DataPORT is a desktop reporting application for the Thermco Vaccine Temperature Data Loggers models: ACCRT8017 dual probe and ACCRT8002 single probe units. Also McKesson models: MCK80022P, MCK80021P.

The application reconciles all the daily created CSV files generated by the data loggers into a singular PDF report that shows Summary of Data and Logs over user-selectable dates.

The PDF Summary section shows for each day a user-selected AM and PM Temperature check plus the Minimum and Maximum temperatures recorded since the previous observation. Excursions values are highlighted in Red (above allowable temperature) or Blue (below allowable temperature) for easy identification of issues. Timestamp of first occurrence of excursion and cumulative duration of excursion is also included.

The Log portion of report are sectioned by a Date heading with columns of Time and P1, P2 temperatures. Excursions are also highlighted in Red and Blue.

DataPORT sofware creates a CSV file approved for the Florida Shots program. Updates will become available for states with similar VFC programs.

NOTE: Chrome web browser required for PDF generation otherwise HTML files will be created.
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